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Abstra t

In Medi al Imaging, shell rendering (SR) and shear-warp rendering (SWR) are two ultrafast and e e tive methods for volume visualization. We have previously shown the fa t that,
typi ally, SWR an be on the average 1.38 times faster than SR, but it requires from 2 to 8
times more memory spa e than SR. In this paper, we propose an extension of the ompa t shell
data stru ture utilized in SR to allow shear-warp fa torization of the viewing matrix in order to
obtain speed up gains for SR, without paying the high storage pri e of SWR. The new approa h
is alled shear-warp shell rendering (SWSR). The paper des ribes the methods, points out their
major di eren es in the omputational aspe ts, and presents a omparative analysis of them in
terms of speed, storage, and image quality. The experiments involve hard and fuzzy boundaries
of 10 di erent obje ts of various sizes, shapes, and topologies, rendered on a 1GHz Pentium-III
PC with 512MB RAM, utilizing surfa e and volume rendering strategies. The results indi ate
that SWSR o ers the best speed and storage hara teristi s ompromise among these methods.
We also show that SWSR improves the rendition quality over SR, and provides renditions similar
to those produ ed by SWR.

Volume visualization, 3D imaging, volume rendering, surfa e rendering, shear-warp
fa torization, shell rendering, shear-warp rendering, medi al imaging.
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INTRODUCTION

There are three important steps in volume visualization - lassi ation, representation, and rendering. Classi ation is the pro ess of assigning opa ities to image elements in the obje t region
proportional to the degree of emphasis to be given to these obje ts for visualization. The greatest hallenge in lassi ation is to identify the voxels that belong to distin t obje ts, whi h is, in
essen e, a segmentation problem. Representation onsists of de ning a geometri model for the
lassi ed obje t regions and a data stru ture to store the model together with a set of attributes for
visualization. It has a dire t impa t on the eÆ ien y of the visualization algorithms. Rendering is
the pro ess of simulation of light propagation within the obje t regions and of determining the light
that rea hes the viewpoint to reate di erent views of the sele ted obje ts.
Approa hes to volume visualization may be divided a ording to the lassi ation pro ess into
two groups - surfa e rendering and volume rendering. In surfa e rendering, the voxels are lassi ed
as either opaque or transparent [1, 2, 3, 4℄. As a onsequen e, a geometri model of the surfa e
of the obje ts an be reated for visualization. The methods may be further divided based on the
two lasses of geometri models used- polygonal and digital. Digital methods represent the surfa e
of the obje ts as a set of primitives - voxels and voxel fa es - that are dire tly asso iated with the
dis rete oordinate system of the volumetri data [1, 4℄. In polygonal methods, a set of polygons
- most ommonly triangles - are used to represent the surfa e [2, 3℄. In volume rendering, the
lassi ation pro ess is fuzzy where the voxels are onsidered to have a ontinuous degree of opa ity
from transparent to opaque [5, 6, 7, 8℄. The geometri model of the obje ts is digital (a set of voxels),
and in the ase of binary lassi ation, volume rendering is equivalent to digital surfa e rendering,
whi h makes it an interesting, simple, and exible approa h for volume visualization.
Two further lasses, alled s ene-based (or image-based) and obje t-based, may be identi ed
within volume rendering (see [9℄ for a detailed dis ussion). In s ene-based methods, renditions are
reated dire tly from given 3D s enes. In obje t-based methods, stru tures (hard or fuzzy) representing obje t information are expli itly de ned rst and then rendered. The motivation for developing
s ene-based methods is the immedia y of response and intera tability - by hanging the values assigned to a small set of parameters [10, 11℄, we would like to render information about di erent
obje ts in the s ene. We must note that this latter pro ess is nothing but image segmentation (no
matter what name we as ribe to it - lassi ation, applying a transfer fun tion, et .), although this
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is done on the y and not expli itly, unlike in obje t-based methods, wherein, prior to rendering,
an expli it stru ture representation is sought via image segmentation. An advantage of s ene-based
rendering is that an expli it and perfe t obje t segmentation (hard or fuzzy) is not needed, the idea
being that all imperfe tions will be ltered out by the human observer who onsumes the rendering.
The main motivations for obje t-based rendering are beyond mere visualization, namely, quanti ation and analysis (e.g. [12℄). Here, perfe t segmentation is a ne essity. Sin e methods to a hieve
a urate segmentation (e.g. [13, 14, 15, 16℄) are likely to be omplex (invariably requiring some
human intera tion) and omputationally expensive, they annot be utilized in s ene-based redering
methods to give the immedia y of response and intera tability. More sophisti ated rendering strategies (e.g. [17, 18℄) will also en ounter the same problem. To address the speed issue, spe ialized
hardware [19, 20℄ and algorithms that trade o image quality for speed [21, 22℄ have been proposed.
While the development of spe ialized hardware is relevant to advan e the state of knowledge in
omputing, addressing the problem algorithmi ally and via software is preferable from the pra ti al
viewpoint of availability and portability of implementations. In this regard, obje t-based methods
have distin t advantages as has been repeatedly demonstrated in the literature. To sum up, the
di hotomy that exists between s ene-based and obje t-based rendering methods is real and both
approa hes are important and have their ni he. Their di eren es may disappear in the future when
suÆ ient omputing power be omes available to perform advan ed image segmentation in real time
on the y while rendering. In that ase, all segmentation methods, hara terized by a manageablesize set of parameters, may be usable as opa ity transfer fun tions. Among obje t-based rendering
approa hes, two of the most su essful te hniques have been shell rendering (SR) [5℄ and shear-warp
rendering (SWR) [8℄.
SR uses a ompa t data stru ture, alled shell, based on a list of visualization attributes for
non-transparent voxels and a 2D array of pointers to that list. The shell data stru ture allows
random a ess to the voxels in the pointer array. SWR uses one list of visualization attributes
for non-transparent voxels, and for ea h prin ipal axis of the 3D oordinate system, it uses one
list to store the length of transparent/non-transparent voxel runs and one 1D pointer array to the
orresponding run-length list and to the voxel list. SR uses front-to-ba k voxel proje tion (voxel
proje tion was rst suggested in [23, 24℄ whi h was further studied and termed voxel splatting [25,
26, 27℄). SWR ombines the advantages of front-to-ba k voxel splatting and ray asting by using
the shear-warp fa torization of the viewing matrix [28℄. They both provide very eÆ ient surfa e and
volume rendering with high-quality images. Surfa e SR has proven to be from 18 to 31 times faster
on a 300MHz Pentium PC than even hardware-based polygonal rendering methods, in luding those
based on very expensive ma hines su h as the Sili on Graphi s Reality Engine II [29℄. SR has also
been extended to provide digital perspe tive [30℄ and to render polygonal geometri models within
the same framework [31℄ without ompromising speed. SWR has been a tively pursued in several
aspe ts - parallel, sequential, software-based, and hardware-based implementations [32, 33, 34, 35,
36, 37, 38, 39, 40℄.
We have shown that, typi ally, SWR an be on the average 1.38 times faster than SR, but it
requires from 2 to 8 times more memory spa e than SR [41℄. In this paper, we propose an extension
of the ompa t data stru ture utilized in SR to allow shear-warp fa torization of the viewing matrix
in order to obtain speed up gains for SR, without paying the high storage pri e of SWR. The new
method is alled shear-warp shell rendering (SWSR). We present a omparative analysis of the three
approa hes in terms of speed, storage, and image quality.
The paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 des ribes the methods and points out their major
di eren es in the omputational aspe ts. The experiments for omparison and the results are presented in Se tion 3. In Se tion 4, we dis uss the advantages and disadvantages of ea h approa h
and state our on lusions.
2

2

METHODS

A s ene is a pair (V; f ) onsisting of a nite re tangular array V of voxels (points in Z 3 ), and a
mapping f that assigns to ea h voxel v in V an intensity value f (v) in some range of values whi h
are usually integers. A s ene is usually stored as a nite 3D re tangular array of voxels, where ea h
voxel represents a small uboid in <3 . Without loss of generality, we will assume that all voxels are
of identi al size and so ea h voxel an be identi ed by a triple (x; y; z ) in Z 3 of the oordinates of
its enter. When it is not the ase, this form an be a hieved by interpolation [9℄.
An obje t in V is a set O of voxels forming one or more onne ted omponents in Z 3 . We
are interested in visualizing the subset B of voxels in O that belong to the vi inity of the obje t's
boundary. Image segmentation is the pro ess of identifying su h a subset. The aim of lassi ation is
to transform (V; f ) into another s ene (B; !) by assigning an opa ity value !(v) lying in the interval
[0; 1℄ to ea h voxel v in B . We all (B; !) a fuzzy boundary, and when the opa ities assigned are
only one of 0 (transparent) and 1 (opaque)(i.e., the range of ! is f0,1g), we all it a hard boundary.
There are many methods of voxel lassi ation [42, 43℄. In this paper, we shall assume that
lassi ation has already been done by one of these approa hes su h that the fuzzy/hard boundary
is the same for all visualization te hniques. Sin e both methods have been published, we will present
only a brief des ription of these methods and analyze the aspe ts that a e t their overall eÆ ien y
for orthogonal proje tion. Please refer to the original papers for details.
2.1

Shell rendering

Given a fuzzy/hard boundary, SR uses a ompa t data stru ture, alled shell, to en ode only nontransparent voxels of the boundary. Ea h voxel is represented by an opa ity value in ( l ; h ), its
x oordinate in the s ene, and other visualization attributes. A voxel v is stored in the shell if
!(v) > l and if v is not ompletely surrounded by voxels v0 su h that !(v0 )  h . Su h voxels
are stored in a list Vx , starting from (x; y; z ) = (0; 0; 0), in a x-by-x, y-by-y, and z -by-z order of the
voxel oordinates in the s ene. A 2D pointer array Pyz indi ates the rst voxel in the list asso iated
with a parti ular oordinate (y; z ) in the s ene. Figure 1a illustrates a s ene of size 3x3x3 voxels
where the voxels are numbered from 1 to 27, following the x-by-x, y-by-y, and z -by-z order. Assume
that the voxels satisfying the above opa ity onditions, and hen e stored in the shell, are only those
numbered from 1 to 9. The pointer array Pyz and the list Vx of voxels for this example are shown
in Figure 1b.
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Figure 1: (a) A s ene of size 3x3x3 voxels where the voxels are numbered from 1 to 27, following
the x-by-x, y-by-y, and z -by-z order, and only those numbered from 1 to 9 are voxels of the shell.
(b) The list Vx and the pointer array Pyz for this simple example.
Fast orthogonal front-to-ba k voxel proje tion is possible by just sweeping the pointer array and
the list of voxels in eight di erent ways. SR exploits the fa t that in orthogonal proje tion, there
is no preferen e of order among x, y, and z . Thus, sin e the voxels in the list are en oded along
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O tant
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Voxel Indexing Order
x ! x+ , y ! y + , z ! z +
x+ ! x , y ! y + , z ! z +
x ! x+ , y + ! y , z ! z +
x+ ! x , y + ! y , z ! z +
x ! x+ , y ! y + , z + ! z
x+ ! x , y ! y + , z + ! z
x ! x+ , y + ! y , z + ! z
x+ ! x , y + ! y , z + ! z

Table 1: This table shows the voxel indexing order in SR when the viewpoint is situated in ea h
o tant in Figure 2. The notation x ! x+ , y ! y+, z ! z + indi ates that the voxels should be
indexed from the lowest to the highest oordinate along ea h axis, x, y, and z , respe tively, for a
front-to-ba k proje tion.
x, it is faster to proje t them onto the viewing plane by going along x before going along y and
z . Figure 2 illustrates a s ene with its oordinate system where ea h o tant has an identi ation

number from 1 to 8. The indexing order will depend on the o tant in whi h the viewing point is
situated. Table 1 shows the front-to-ba k indexing order for ea h o tant in Figure 2, where the
notation x ! x+ , y ! y+ , z ! z + indi ates that the voxels should be indexed from the
lowest to the highest oordinate along ea h axis, x, y, and z , respe tively. Figure 2 and Table 1
point out that no matter where the viewpoint is lo ated (outside the obje t), orre t front-to-ba k
voxel proje tion to determine visibility an be a hieved simply by a essing the voxels always in a
olumn-by- olumn (x- rst), row-by-row (y-next) and sli e-by-sli e (z-last) order from the shell.
5
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y
7

8

4

3

Figure 2: A s ene where ea h o tant has an identi ation number from 1 to 8.
One drawba k of voxel splatting [25, 26, 27℄, and so, of SR, is the diÆ ulty of implementing early
ray termination, an e e tive optimization of ray- asting algorithms that avoids visiting hidden voxels
in the s ene. Although, SR does not ompute shading for hidden voxels, the pro ess of determining
whether or not a voxel is hidden requires the appli ation of the viewing matrix to it. Unfortunately,
this is the most ostly operation during rendering by voxel splatting, and so, the speed in SR is
more dependent on the number of voxels in the shell than it is in ray- asting algorithms.
An alternative solution to make voxel splatting less dependent on the number of stored voxels
is the shear-warp fa torization of the viewing matrix [28℄. SWR uses this te hnique to provide fast
visualization with early ray termination.
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2.2

Shear-warp rendering

SWR requires rst sele ting a prin ipal axis among x,y, and z that is the losest to the perpendi ular
to the viewing plane. Then, the parallel sli es of the s ene orthogonal to the sele ted prin ipal axis are
sheared in 3D and orthogonally proje ted to ompose a distorted intermediate image (see Figure 3).
Afterwards, the nal image is produ ed by a 2D warp transformation. Sin e the s an-lines of pixels
in the intermediate image are parallel to s an-lines of voxels in the s ene, early ray termination
an be implemented by s anning the intermediate image and the s ene simultaneously. Further, all
voxels in a given sli e are sheared by the same fa tor, whi h makes it possible to implement the
3D shear operation by look-up table. The fa torization also avoids the resampling ompli ations of
voxel splatting algorithms, sin e the resampling weights are the same for every voxel in a sli e.
shear &
resample

warp &
resample

voxel scanline

voxel slice

project &
composite
intermediate image

final image

Figure 3: SWR onsists of a 3D shear transformation and proje tion onto the intermediate image
followed by a 2D warp transform. Note that, the s an-lines in the intermediate image and in the
s ene are parallel, making it possible to implement early ray termination.
The data stru ture in SWR onsists of seven parts: one list of visualization attributes for nontransparent voxels, and for ea h prin ipal axis, one list to store the length of transparent/nontransparent voxel runs and one 1D pointer array to the orresponding run-length list and to the
voxel list. Figure 4 illustrates this data stru ture for the example shown in Figure 1a. Note that
ea h pointer array indi ates the beginning of the run-length en oding in ea h sli e orthogonal to the
prin ipal axis, and in the list of voxels, it indi ates the rst non-transparent voxel of ea h orthogonal
sli e. The x, y and z oordinates of the voxels are not stored. They an be omputed by sweeping
the pointer array and the run-length list. Therefore, the a ess to the voxels is sequential in the
run-length list for a given sli e orthogonal to the prin ipal axis.
Note that, for a given fuzzy/hard boundary, SWR works only in non-transparent regions of the
s ene. It also run-length en odes the intermediate image in runs of opaque and non-opaque pixels to
skip o luded voxels in the s ene during rendering, thus allowing early ray termination. Note that,
run-length en oding in the intermediate image hanges during rendering, but it is maintained by a
disjoint set data stru ture [44℄. One drawba k, however, is that one run-length en oding in the s ene
is required for ea h prin ipal axis dire tion. Consequently, the s ene must be run-length en oded
starting from (x; y; z ) = (0; 0; 0), in a x-by-x, y-by-y, and z -by-z order, when z is the prin ipal axis;
in a y-by-y, z -by-z , and x-by-x order, when x is the prin ipal axis; and in a x-by-x, z -by-z , and
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Figure 4: Data stru ture for SWR: the run-length lists, the sli e pointer arrays, and the voxel list
for the example of Figure 1a.
y-by-y order, when y is the prin ipal axis. Table 2 presents the front-to-ba k indexing order in SWR
for ea h o tant and prin ipal axis shown in Figure 2. Observe that now there is a pre eden e order
among x, y, and z , be ause the prin ipal axis must be indexed at the end.
We observe that the memory spa e requirement and the implementation omplexity in SWR
rendering are mu h higher than in SR. In fa t, we have shown that SWR requires from 2 to 8
times more memory spa e than SR [41℄. On the other hand, SWR an be on the average 1.38
times faster than SR be ause it skips o luded voxels in the s ene and proje ts non-o luded voxels
on the intermediate image by a look-up table operation. We en ounter here the lassi al dilemma
between memory spa e and omputational time, where the former favors SR and the latter favors
SWR. Therefore, a question that naturally arises is how feasible would be a method that ombines
the ompa t data stru ture of SR with the speed-up advantages of the SWR. The answer to this
question is addressed next.
2.3

Shear-warp shell rendering

The main diÆ ulty in in orporating shear-warp fa torization in SR is the imposed order of pre eden e among the axes x, y, and z , where the prin ipal axis must be indexed at the end. This is
ounterprodu tive in SR whenever x is the prin ipal axis (see the rst olumn in Table 2), be ause
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O tant
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Voxel indexing order
when the prin ipal axis is x
y ! y+ ,z ! z +,x ! x+
y ! y+ ,z ! z +,x+ ! x
y+ ! y ,z ! z +,x ! x+
y+ ! y ,z ! z +,x+ ! x
y ! y+ ,z + ! z ,x ! x+
y ! y+ ,z + ! z ,x+ ! x
y+ ! y ,z + ! z ,x ! x+
y+ ! y ,z + ! z ,x+ ! x

Voxel indexing order
when the prin ipal axis is y
x ! x + ,z ! z + ,y ! y +
x + ! x ,z ! z + ,y ! y +
x ! x + ,z ! z + ,y + ! y
x + ! x ,z ! z + ,y + ! y
x ! x + ,z + ! z ,y ! y +
x + ! x ,z + ! z ,y ! y +
x ! x + ,z + ! z ,y + ! y
x + ! x ,z + ! z ,y + ! y

Voxel indexing order
when the prin ipal axis is z
x ! x + ,y ! y + ,z ! z +
x+ ! x ,y ! y+ ,z ! z +
x ! x + ,y + ! y ,z ! z +
x+ ! x ,y+ ! y ,z ! z +
x ! x + ,y ! y + ,z + ! z
x+ ! x ,y ! y+ ,z + ! z
x ! x + ,y + ! y ,z + ! z
x+ ! x ,y+ ! y ,z + ! z

Table 2: This table shows the voxel indexing order in SWR when the viewpoint is situated in ea h
o tant in Figure 2, where the prin ipal axis determines an order of pre eden e among x, y, and
z , respe tively. The notation x ! x+ , y ! y+ , z ! z + indi ates that the voxels should be
indexed from the lowest to the highest oordinate along ea h axis, x, y, and z , respe tively, for a
front-to-ba k proje tion.
it requires binary sear hes in the list Vx of voxels for ea h (y; z ) oordinate. The same holds for
early ray termination. A binary sear h is ne essitated every time o luded voxels are skipped in the
s ene. If there exist many runs of length one, whi h is very likely, the number of binary sear hes
makes SR expensive.
In order to allow shear-warp fa torization in SR, we add to the shell data stru ture a se ond
2D pointer array Pxz and a se ond list of voxels Vy , as illustrated in Figure 5 for the example of
Figure 1a. By indexing the s ene, starting from (x; y; z ) = (0; 0; 0), in a y-by-y, z -by-z , and x-by-x
order, we store in the se ond list the y oordinate of ea h voxel of the shell and a pointer to its
orresponding position in the rst list. Similarly, ea h pointer in the se ond array indi ates the rst
voxel in the se ond list asso iated with a parti ular (x; z ) oordinate in the s ene. Note that, the
other attributes for visualization are stored only in the rst list Vx . Thus, we use the se ond pointer
array and the se ond list whenever the prin ipal axis is x.
In SWSR, the 3D shear operation is implemented by look-up table, avoiding the oating-point
multipli ations of the viewing matrix for ea h voxel of the shell. The number of multipli ations is
onsiderably redu ed to that of the 2D warp transformation of the intermediate image. Unfortunately, other optimizations, su h as early ray termination, are still ounterprodu tive in SWSR due
to the aforementioned reasons.
We are now ready to analyze how these three visualization te hniques ompare in terms of speed,
storage and image quality. We address these issues next.

3

COMPARISON AND RESULTS

For our experiments, we have hosen 10 obje ts Oi , i = 1; 2; : : : ; 10, of di erent sizes and derived from
s enes onstituting di erent modalities, as des ribed in Table 3. The number of voxels in the s enes
ranges from 3,300,300 to 77,332,480 after interpolation. For ea h obje t, we have reated two types
of boundaries by lassi ation. A hard boundary whose thi kness is 1-voxel and a fuzzy boundary
whose thi kness is 3-voxels and ea h voxel has opa ity 1=3. Their sizes range from 22,390 voxels
to 2,833,821 voxels, overing all ases from small to very large boundaries. Table 3 also shows in
parenthesis the per entage of redu tion in the number of voxels in the boundaries ompared to that
in the original s enes. It illustrates the advantage of storing and pro essing only non-transparent
7
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Figure 5: Data stru ture for SWSR: the list of voxels Vx , the pointer arrays Pyz and Pxz , and the
pointer list Vy for the example of Figure 1a.
voxels.
3.1

Memory spa e

Table 4 shows the spa e requirement in Kbytes for SR, SWR, and SWSR to store the hard and fuzzy
boundaries presented in Table 3. Note that, SWR requires from 2.21 (fuzzy boundary of O5 ) to 8.14
(hard boundary of O7 ) times more memory spa e than SR. SWSR represents an intermediary storage
solution. It an save from 27% (fuzzy boundary of O8 ) to 75% (hard boundaries of O4 ; O7 ; O8 and
O9 ) of memory spa e when ompared to SWR, but it requires from 1.38 (fuzzy boundary of O5 ) to
2.0 (hard boundaries of O2 ; O4 O7 and O9 ) times more memory spa e than SR.
3.2

Speed

The experiments were performed on a 1GHz Pentium-III PC with 512MB RAM. We have ompared
our own implementation of SR and SWSR with the implementation of SWR by La route [8℄, whi h
is available at http : ==www graphi s:stanford:edu=software=volpa k. We use orthogonal proje tion with a single light sour e situated at the viewpoint in all methods. All programs use the C
language, and we have been areful to set the same optimization options for their ode ompilations
8

Obje t

S ene
Hard Boundary
Fuzzy Boundary
(number of voxels) (number of voxels) (number of voxels)
O1 (knee - bones - CT)
3,300,300 134,370 (95.93%) 241,953 (92.67%)
O2 (talus - MR)
8,584,216
22,390 (99.74%)
72,946 (99.15%)
O3 (skull - CT)
11,769,912 261,676 (97.78%) 836,889 (92.89%)
O4 (head - skin - MR)
11,927,552 419,186 (96.49%) 1,349,048 (88.69%)
O5 (vessels - MRA)
16,777,216
29,753 (99.82%)
65,092 (99.61%)
O6 (orbit - skin - CT)
25,165,824 250,974 (99.00%) 791,090 (96.86%)
O7 (orbit - bones - CT)
25,165,824 263,961 (98.95%) 763,071 (96.97%)
O8 ( hild skull - MR)
57,451,680 933,061 (98.38%) 2,833,821 (95.07%)
O9 (head and spine - bones - CT)
77,332,480 745,824 (99.04%) 2,119,109 (97.26%)
O10 (head and spine - skin - CT)
77,332,480 780,135 (98.99%) 2,180,696 (97.18%)
Table 3: The obje ts sele ted for the experiments, the number of voxels in the interpolated s ene
in the hard and fuzzy boundary, respe tively. The per ent redu tion in the number of voxels in the
boundaries ompared to that in the original s enes is shown in parenthesis.
Obje t
O1
O2
O3
O4
O5
O6
O7
O8
O9
O10

Hard boundary
Fuzzy boundary
SR SWR SWSR
SR SWR SWSR
600 4,404 1,192 1,324 4,328 2,505
218 1,164
437
618 1,504
974
1,260 9,640 2,473 4,515 12,720 8,601
1,819 14,732 3,639 6,951 19,204 13,538
372 1,776
744
830 1,832 1,148
1,172 9,132 2,345 4,247 13,256 8,109
1,223 9,952 2,446 4,110 10,972 7,836
4,284 34,104 8,412 14,959 39,436 28,796
3,503 27,772 7,007 11,527 32,576 21,874
3,637 25,468 7,275 11,828 36,148 22,476

Table 4: Spa e requirements in Kbytes to store the hard and fuzzy boundaries in the three approa hes.
and to make sure that all programs render the same boundaries. In all programs, we use the fun tion
gettimeofday() to measure the average time to ompute the rendering of 100 images of the same
size from di erent dire tions. Observe that we are not onsidering here the time for lassi ation
and representation. These average omputational times (in millise onds) spent for rendering in the
three approa hes are shown in Table 5. We may make several observations from this table.
All methods an perform surfa e rendering in less than 0.5 se ond, and volume rendering in less
than 1.0 se ond, ex ept for SR that requires 1.42 se ond to render the fuzzy boundary of O8 . Note
that SWR is not always faster than SR and SWSR. On the ontrary, for the hard boundaries of
obje ts O2 ; O5 ; O6 and O7 , SR an be up to 2.05 times faster (obje t O5 ) than SWR, and SWSR is
always faster than SWR for hard boundaries. A ommon mistake made in many published papers is
to assert that the speed of a visualization method is always inversely proportional to the boundary
size. We graphi ally illustrate a ounterexample in Figure 6, where rendering time for the hard
boundaries of the obje ts are presented in the in reasing order of their boundary size. In SWR,
for example, the rendition speed strongly depends on the morphologi al and topologi al features of
9

Obje t

Hard boundary
Fuzzy boundary
SR SWR SWSR SR SWR SWSR
76
49
45 135
75
86
32
54
32
60
62
49
144 119
99 426 198
248
208 127
115 639 229
333
41
83
44
66
88
64
168 209
152 478 292
351
173 189
136 480 257
290
475 380
317 1421 647
873
430 379
286 1226 597
729
421 408
330 1175 646
857

O1
O2
O3
O4
O5
O6
O7
O8
O9
O10

Table 5: Computational time in millise onds (ms) to render the hard and fuzzy boundaries in the
three approa hes.
the boundary. Boundaries that provide long runs of opaque voxels tend to speed up the method,
be ause they in rease the e e tiveness of early ray termination.
Rendition time for hard boundaries
500
450

SWSR
SWR
SR

400
350

Time (ms)

300
250
200
150
100
50
0

O2

O5

O1

O6

O3

O7

O4

O9

O10

O8

Objects

Figure 6: The rendition time (averaged over 100 views) for the three methods for hard boundaries
as a fun tion of their size. Obje ts are presented in the in reasing order of their boundary size along
the horizontal axis.
On the other hand, for fuzzy boundaries, the speed of SWR and of SWSR is ertainly less a e ted
by the size of the boundaries when ompared to SR. This is be ause the former methods perform
voxel splatting by look-up table operations while SR omputes the multipli ations of the viewing
matrix. Note that, SWR and SWSR an be up to 2.79 and 1.92 times faster than SR, respe tively
(obje t O4 ). Figure 7 illustrates this behavior of the methods, where the fuzzy boundaries of the
10

obje ts are presented in the in reasing order of their size.
Rendition time for fuzzy boundaries
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Figure 7: The rendition time (averaged over 100 views) for the methods for fuzzy boundaries as a
fun tion of their size. Obje ts are presented in the in reasing order of their boundary size along the
horizontal axis.
On average, we may say that SWSR and SWR are faster than SR, but only at the ost of memory
spa e requirement, and SWSR o ers the best speed vand storage hara teristi s ompromise among
them. Table 6 presents the speed gain (left entry) and the memory spa e ost (right entry) of SWSR
over SR for hard and fuzzy boundaries. We observe that on average, SWSR is 1.35 and 1.52 times
faster than SR for hard and fuzzy boundaries, respe tively. This speed gain has the penalty of about
2 times more memory spa e requirement on average. A ording to the numbers presented in Table 4,
this is ertainly not prohibitive in modern personal omputers, where the RAM memory available
an rea h 1 Gbytes. Table 7 presents the speed gain (left entry) and the memory spa e ost (right
entry) of SWSR over SWR for hard and fuzzy boundaries. Note that on average, SWSR is 1.35
faster than SWR for hard boundaries and almost as fast as SWR for fuzzy boundaries. Besides,
SWSR is 71% and 34% more spa e-eÆ ient than SWR for hard and fuzzy boundaries, respe tively.
3.3

Image quality

A well known problem of visualization methods based on one-to-one voxel proje tion is the apparen e
of holes in the rendered image for ertain viewing dire tions (see Figures 8a and 8b). Post-pro essing
algorithms may be used to \ lose" these holes, but their su ess is not guaranteed and the resulting
image quality may not be optimal. A more e e tive and eÆ ient solution [45, 5℄ is to make the
size of the splatting mask bigger than the size of the pixels. Figure 8 shows the result of su h
an approa h for the same viewing dire tion shown in Figure 8b. In su h a ase, however, we have
dis overed a on eptual problem in SR, whi h a e ts the quality and orre tness of rendition.
SR exploits the property of non-preferen e order among x, y, and z for orthogonal proje tion to
in rease eÆ ien y by indexing the axis x before y and z . Unfortunately, this property is not valid
11

Obje t

Hard Boundary Fuzzy Boundary
O1
1.69 | 1.99
1.57 | 1.89
O2
1.00 | 2.00
1.22 | 1.58
O3
1.45 | 1.96
1.72 | 1.91
O4
1.81 | 2.00
1.92 | 1.95
O5
0.93 | 2.00
1.03 | 1.38
O6
1.11 | 2.00
1.36 | 1.91
O7
1.27 | 2.00
1.66 | 1.91
O8
1.50 | 1.96
1.63 | 1.92
O9
1.50 | 2.00
1.68 | 1.90
O10
1.28 | 2.00
1.37 | 1.90
Average 1.35 | 1.99
1.52 | 1.82
Table 6: Speed gain (left entry) and memory spa e ost (right entry) of SWSR over SR for hard and
fuzzy boundaries.
Obje t

Hard Boundary Fuzzy Boundary
1.09 | 0.27
0.87 | 0.58
1.69 | 0.38
1.27 | 0.65
1.20 | 0.26
0.80 | 0.66
1.10 | 0.25
0.69 | 0.70
1.89 | 0.42
1.38 | 0.63
1.38 | 0.26
0.83 | 0.61
1.39 | 0.25
0.89 | 0.71
1.20 | 0.25
0.74 | 0.73
1.33 | 0.25
0.82 | 0.67
1.24 | 0.29
0.75 | 0.62
Average 1.35 | 0.29
0.90 | 0.66
O1
O2
O3
O4
O5
O6
O7
O8
O9
O10

Table 7: Speed gain (left entry) and memory spa e ost (right entry) of SWSR over SWR for hard
and fuzzy boundaries.
when the splatting mask is bigger than the pixel size in the rendered image. Figure 9 illustrates an
example where the observer is in o tant 6, the voxel indexing order is as indi ated in Table 1, the
x axis is perpendi ular to the viewing plane, and ea h voxel paints at most 3  3 pixels, depending
on the dire tion of visualization [5℄. Note that farther (e.g.; voxel 2) and hidden voxels are painted
in pla e of loser (e.g.; voxel 1) and non-hidden voxels. The problem has solution based on depthsorting, but the great idea of the front-to-ba k indexation is to avoid depth-sorting and this would
ompromise the eÆ ien y of the method. This on eptual mistake is very diÆ ult to dete t, be ause
it depends on the thi kness of the shell and the voxel opa ity values. It is more evident when the
voxel opa ities are lower, or even when they are higher, in ases when there are abrupt hanges in
the obje t's surfa e. Figure 10 shows image renditions with voxel splatting of a CT s ene of a hild
skull (obje t O3 ) for SR and SWSR. Figure 10a illustrates the problem of SR when the opa ity
values are low. Note that dark stains appear on the obje t's surfa e and these artifa ts do not o ur
in SWSR as shown in Figure 10b. Figures 10 and d illustrate the other situation when voxels have
high-opa ity values. In this ase, SR produ es a dark-and-bright pattern in the mandibular region
wherever abrupt hanges on the obje t's surfa e o urs (Figure 10 ). It appears to be an aliasing
12

(a)

(b)

()

Figure 8: SR images of obje t O3 (CT skull) by splatting (a-b) one voxel on to one pixel and ( )
one voxel onto at most 3  3 pixels.
artifa t, but it is not. In fa t, the problem may appear in SR whenever the prin ipal axis is not
indexed at the end, and it does not o ur in SWSR as shown in Figure 10d. In this sense, in reality
SWSR and SWR o er better image quality than SR, be ause they use the voxel indexing order as
indi ated in Table 2.
Apart from the problem mentioned above, SR and SWSR should provide similar renditions.
Figures 11- 14 present several examples providing the omparison of image quality between SWSR
and SWR. Unfortunately, it was impossible to produ e pre isely the same viewing dire tion and
display size for both methods, be ause users do not have full ontrol over these parameters in
La route's implementation. Nevertheless, they are enough to demonstrate that both methods an
produ e omparable high-quality images.
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Figure 9: Splatting of one voxel onto at most 3  3 pixels when the observer is in o tant 6, x is
perpendi ular to the viewing plane, and the voxel indexing order is as indi ated for o tant 6 in
Table 1.

4

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

We have proposed a new method for volume visualization, alled shear-warp shell rendering (SWSR),
and presented a omparative analysis of SWSR and the two other related methods - shell rendering
(SR) and shear-warp rendering (SWR). SWSR is a variant of SR whi h allows speed up gains by
shear-warp fa torization of the viewing matrix, a mathemati al property also exploited in SWR,
without paying the high storage pri e of SWR.
We have hosen 10 di erent obje ts of various sizes, shapes and topologies and one 1GHz
Pentium-III PC with 512MB RAM for our experiments. Hard and fuzzy boundaries of up to 2,833K
voxels in size have been reated to test the methods in surfa e and volume rendering, respe tively.
The results show that SWSR is 1.35 times faster than SR and SWR for surfa e rendering, and
for volume rendering, SWSR is 1.52 times faster than SR and almost as fast as SWR. In surfa e
rendering, SWSR requires 2 times more memory spa e than SR, but it saves 71% of memory spa e
when ompared to SWR. In volume rendering, SWSR requires 1.8 times more memory spa e than
SR and saves 34% of memory spa e with respe t to SWR. Even onsidering the re ent work, whi h
redu es to 2/3 the memory spa e of SWR [40℄, SWSR still provides less storage osts than SWR.
Another problem of SWR is the sequential a ess to the voxels in the run-length lists. This may be
eÆ ient for visualization, but it is not for data manipulation. In this sense, SWSR and SR provide
faster a ess to parti ular voxels in the shell. SWSR also provides better image quality than SR and
high-quality renditions omparable with SWR. In addition to the fa t that surfa e SR has proven
to be one-order of magnitude faster than polygonal methods [29℄, we may on lude that SWSR is
the best option for surfa e and volume rendering modes at present.
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(a)

(b)

()

(d)

Figure 10: Image renditions of obje t O3 (CT hild skull) by splatting one-voxel on to at most 3  3
pixels. (a-b) SR and SWSR renditions for lower-opa ity values, respe tively. ( -d) SR and SWSR
renditions for higher-opa ity values, respe tively.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 11: Image renditions of obje t O3 (CT skull) by (a) SWSR and (b) SWR.

(a)

(b)

Figure 12: Image renditions of obje t O4 (MR head) by (a) SWSR and (b) SWR.
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